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	Drupal is changing the way we create a feature and content-rich website. When I created
	my first web-based Content Management System (CMS) website in Drupal, I was amazed
	at the power of the Drupal CMS system. It allows me to rapidly create a high quality web
	application in a short period of time without sacrificing the application functionality.


	Drupal is not only an open source CMS, but is also a web application development
	framework. The extensible and flexible architecture of Drupal can be used for any size of
	business including freelancers, agencies, governments, universities, and enterprises. The
	White House, Digg, Fast Company, Sony Music, McDonald's, and Stanford University are all
	using Drupal for their sites.


	One of the most important milestones in Drupal was the Content Construction Kit (CCK).
	Most of this module has been integrated into Drupal 7 core. It is now called Field API. So
	when you install Drupal 7, it will come with this powerful module in core, and you can start
	to create custom fields for your site without downloading an extra module.


	The Field API module is not just the CCK module moved to the Drupal core. It has been
	completely rewritten and redesigned in Drupal 7. It has been optimized to run faster and
	work more efficiently. It provides you with more field type options, and it has given you more
	flexible options to allow you to create custom fields not only for content types, but also for
	comments, taxonomy, and more, that was not possible to achieve before Drupal 7. After
	reading this book, you will learn how the new Fields API module works, and understand the
	concept of fields and how to implement them.


	In this book, we will use Drupal 7 fields to build a fictional website from scratch. We will
	explore the power of fields within Drupal 7, then you can apply these techniques to your
	own projects.
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Artificial Organic Networks: Artificial Intelligence Based on Carbon NetworksSpringer, 2013

	This monograph describes the synthesis and use of biologically-inspired artificial hydrocarbon networks (AHNs) for approximation models associated with machine learning and a novel computational algorithm with which to exploit them. The reader is first introduced to various kinds of algorithms designed to deal with approximation problems and...
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Windows Phone 7 in ActionManning Publications, 2013


	We’ve come from different backgrounds and locations to write this book—Michael is

	a Silverlight MVP who lives in Singapore; Massimo lives in Europe and worked at

	Microsoft on the Windows Phone team; and Timothy lives in the United States and

	was the technical proofreader for other Manning books on WPF and Silverlight....
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Computer Organization, Design, and Architecture, Fourth EditionCRC Press, 2007

	This book covers the organization, design, and architecture of computers. Architecture
	is the ‘‘art or science of building; a method or style of building,’’ according
	to Webster’s. A computer architect develops the functional and performance specifications
	for the various blocks of a computer system and...
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Universal Mandelbrot Set: Beginning of the StoryWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006
This book is devoted to the structure of Mandelbrot set - a remarkable and important personage of the modern theoretical physics, related to chaos and fractals and simultaneously to analytical functions, Riemann surfaces and phase transitions. This makes Mandelbrot set one of the bridges connecting the worlds of chaos and order (integrability). At...
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In the Godfather Garden: The Long Life and Times of Richie "the Boot" Boiardo (Rivergate Regionals Collection)Rutgers University Press, 2013

	In the Godfather Garden is the true story of the life of Richie “the Boot” Boiardo, one of the most powerful and feared men in the New Jersey underworld. The Boot cut his teeth battling the Jewish gang lord Abner Longy Zwillman on the streets of Newark during Prohibition and endured to become one of the East Coast’s...
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Harnessing Knowledge Dynamics: Principled Organizational Knowing & LearningIRM Press, 2005
Harnessing Knowledge Dynamics: Principled Organizational Knowing & Learning translates what is arcane and controversial today into managerial guidance that is sophisticated yet practical. It also complements the many existing management books on strategy, technology, knowledge and systems while...
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